We ask equality
We ask justice
We ask that the rights
that govern

To Edina

that all the political
civil to political
rights that we
the United States
be granted
to
8018 Cathedral Oaks

San Antonio, Texas

Cathedral Oaks

Salad

Large
We need a sign that says what we are

Before you dress, ask:

Who am I going to meet today?

What do I want to tell them?

Will this send the message I want to help me—not neutral
power is carried
by
light waves only
while by
wave of light
from
just the
twist of

1. buy a berg
2. raincoat beacame

nothing beige is
not upper class
The basic function of clothing is not to keep you warm.

It is purely a function to identify the wearer's rank.

Wearing the garments of the deceased was a symbol of death.
The town has 4 dress codes

1. Carnivale
2. 
3. Night gay (mature)
4. Casual but almost a resort dress code

Mr. Brown

Burt - George

Life going

In this era
Women can wear a
darker blouse than
their skirt
ladies

What you say has an
effect on whether
people like you.
Beck was mistreated...it should not have had much for much effect.

She kept mislaying her place in time also the antiquated del's head

Now helpless I feel. "How scary she speaks to me"

People go to restaurants to get away from home.

I love the hotel she takes them to the restaurant is things of it as "a real family dinner"

Eyes still so emotional about his death kept him emotionally well

Eyes emotionally handicapped "I feel" was almost from death I don't know how to get in touch w/ people I don't care or really

Cool falls in love w/ Egos Puthy by magic

it's because they's Egos
Sketches Cody tells Luke
Photographs again. Time,nigh, "happiness"
<sadnessWithTimeBackAgain
Photographs are time stopping
if only you could write what you have done.

She seemed [in twin Ezra doubt at
the photos] for her appearance then
seemed out of interest in others. "Do I seem

happy?"

"When you come in person you direct your own focus

The LL Been notified check 8-76 to get
away from twenty years husband
he would camp in woods

High humor when Beck comes to formal.
in 1944 @ 50 yrs old, we were to divorce
1979; she is 85 yrs old at start of novel. Again in 46 pg. She was a good mother—when Cody had the clump—"around morning she slept."

By her mother was "so unsatisfying"—the named before she had a chance to show her girlfriend.

She knew early on Becka "was not a person she could clean in" and she'd been unjustly taken from most of her relatives.

Even before Beck leaves he knows he will inherit the children.

She admits to herself: "She was not at all a good woman...of a quick temper, . . . she ruined the people she had.

"Returning. . . she would cut the slip away from her own. . . . She'd been an angry sort of mother—she'd felt too burdened.

22-23

The discrepancy between reality & fantasy becomes apparent for the first time. And Cody's remembrance of Nicaragua Bashi, NC, also "she realized her children are clung off from her. . . blamed her for something." And he was middle-aged,—when wouldn't he already be?
cared no, in fact, Cody tells Luke

216 Photographs again. Time within "happiness"

"permanence" sadness within time back again.

Photographs are time stopped.

If only you could undo what you have
done.

213

She seemed (in her eyes) lost at

the photos! too unbelievable for herself.

Totally disinterested in Addie. "Do I seem

happier?"

220

When you come in person you don't know from

221

the LL been mighty sick 76th to 71st

away from twenty which is sad. I would camp in woods

228

After moving when Beck comes to formal
1. we need argument out of analysis
   a. support?
   b. argument?
   c. what?

2. "No, we need more historical, critical studies which provide data on communication which operate to prevent change."

3. and not how a communication influences, but rather how the maintained equilibrium.
   1. Kennedy's speech about cheap paper

4. "When we present major speakers, we tend to evaluate speeches by which public decisions are affected by the society in which it occurs.

5. "It is not just one of our situated theories are to yield insights in contemporary communicative processes — we should proceed immediately — realizing the communicative that are going on now.

6. "Aim of attitudinal relationships is to explain the function of discourse in our society: the effects of that.

7. "We must study impact of the corporate communication. 32 people in"
we must be concerned with the "symbolic speech" - courage demonstration, tape media - multi screen projection. Despite the efforts of individual nurses, we do not get our message unrefined, each person gets a different experience, a different set of multiple images; then from these, abstracts some sort of relatively unrefined reality. People are relationships between quite independent and stimuli I King assassination -.documents - gandhi speeches - thus change to some extent the meaning of both. An audience is not a large homogeneous block (a mass). We must categorizing audiences in terms of context in which a particular message set is received.
The uprising is the
demonstration of the occupied territories.
The uprising has shown the world they are willing
to die for their cause.

When they (the Palestinians) turn their power
won't pay taxes.
They have withdrawn their cooperation; it's brought about
chaos.

There is a unity element called radical, modern
fundamentalism.

With fundamentalism it's radicalizing the Israelis.

Offense treats defense. Quick-reaction, top-note submarines, top-note
missiles.
Missile states can go into the world market. Long-ballistic
conventional missiles.

Dag, Iran have been using missiles
they're more ready to fight.
Spy to Sadiqos 3½ minutes launch time. We will see

Syrians have had them since 1983. Syrians have them.

Pakistan are negotiating with Russians to get them.

These weapons would destroy what you think of as home. The accepted country is responsible.

We have given the Israelis these weapons. Russia has refused to give them to Syria.
after the Camp David accords
March 14, 1979
Israel passed a law
taking land

1981
3 destroyed southern
Lebanon from the air
invasion

the hundred bacterial
army Sudan bright
invaded Lebanon
bombed Tunis

Paj Helsinki
Israel wants to be the administrative
center of
the Syrian base
55-55 missiles accurately launched
to within 150 ft
armed was right
Diplomats was Camp David war was
Modern science has shown us that Israel has developed small tactical nuclear bombs.

Israel is not going to be allowed to rule the middle east.

8:30 Chad
11:30 13 Exceptional
10-10:30 Work US
2-3
Word Co-pilot

The dearth of the wall, whatever it is that serves as our security, our policies are not working - have failed.

Witness Israel: that AEC is not readily supportable - if we could help, an organized institutional way to go.

Kotler / Skatella

When the conflict is is no longer formulaic, TV images to peruse.

When there is house to house fighting, when other US targets are hit, there needs the moderate regime becoming. There will be a new nuclear confrontation.
Don Hope
Clerk of the Commission
P.O. Box 490
City 32601
NRC in its transmitted form is requiring rows 25
for submission of dues

Claudette Capa
Joan Clayton
Kim Connor

J. Elizabeth Atwood
Betty Cunningham

Barbara Delawar
Pat Downie

Big Cap and
Cathleen Wright, Bennard

Mary Ann Young (Miami)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nomination Committee</th>
<th>Steering Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yvonne Regan</td>
<td>2 Steer. Committee Rep.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nominating 4-5 Officers for Officers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3-5 Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Previous 1 minute last introduced

Claudette Riddle 1 minute last introduced
The nominating committee has received multiple nominations for Central Edna as President. The nomination is written (with the approval of the individual) to Susan or Edna.
Nomination Committee reports:
1. Synopses of names in good standing
2. State - computer
3. nominations from the floor (no seconding speeches)
4. a candidate speeches
   a. 1st
   b. 2nd
   c. see
   d. dismiss
   e. 15 commencement directors
   f. degrees then a c. d. e. f. then
   g. 15 seconds
   h. 10 regents
   i. open up
   j. in year
   k. any
   l. 1st draft
   m. 2nd draft

Parent report in three sessions
A. Aggregate
   1. Synopses
   2. Chair asking for nominations
B. 1. aggregate of deans
   2. nominating from deans
C. 1. ranking council members
   2. re-nomination from draft

Natural hex declared

Agreed motion to have the number of participants in the process
3 instead of 4.0. Instead of having recommendations to have a week beforehand. 4. nominations
1. demonstrated a willingness to serve
2. number in good standing
3. demonstrated interest related to position
4. attempted to balance achieved balance
5. willingness to attend meetings
6. subscribed to the purpose of NWPC

- consulting committees as well as
- nominating committee recommendation

Pres. Harry J. Van der dem.
1 VP Membership Kim O'Connors
2 VP Uplift Pallets Linda Rieser
3 VP Ties Charlotte Palleter
4 VP Prices Liz Copeland + Mary Bath
4 VP Services
4 VP Corresponding Sec. Mary Ann Young (Myself)
4 VP Secretary Maureen Madeline (Palm Beach)
4 VP Treasurer Sheila Rielly (St. Louis)
4 VP Recording Sec. Charlotte Vaughters

Noted Rep

One position had two applicants; however, in their views of the criteria, especially "experience relevant to the position" my one applicant was slated by the committee.
Personell Manager
Kay Coffey

General Sales Manager
Harry Kaltenes
1. Part of machine
   recommendations

2. Willing to serve
   Catherine Willis

3. Positive member
   Paddy Murphy
  代表

4. Representative
   John Thompson
   Ann Marie Wharton
   Dorothy Daville
   Byron Edson
   Morocco Hammond
   Anita Snow
   Mary Magells
   Jo Clarke
S| a.k.| Alacan

8/15.508
w 939c
Ariel 811.54 also P7169
813.54 1966 Also Zeller, Zeller London 1965
P716b
1971

Also Zeller, Zeller London 1965
Special Collection
Bill 2070

Bermuda regulations

Act of Spain

P lawn 1970
Special Collections 811.54 P 71602

1. Crossing the Water
   Edith Faulkner 1952
   London 1971 P7167

2. Three Women, a monologue
   For 3 voices in two parts
   by Douglas Cleverd
811.54 Also Calling
P 716 C Calossus: Othe
Poems New York
Krogh 1962